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New ATN Chapters Forming

We have a new regional chapter forming in North-
west Florida area. Wolfgang Snitsar KV4ATV is
president and Ron Schreffler KK4YZE is VP. 

Since the Fall 2018 Newsletter, the ATN chapter in
Dayton Ohio is now called ATN DARA, and is con-
nected to the Dayton Amateur Radio Club. The
chapter will continue to use the W8BI callsign for
the ATV repeater. 

Interested in forming your own ATN chapter but
have some questions?  

ATN chapters each are self governing with their
own officers. As a group we are a voice to promote
the ATV mode in our ham radio hobby and we fight
to protect our mode when outside groups propose
to take our spectrum or request experiment li-
censes to operate overlaid on our ATV spectrum. 

Each chapter contributes technology and at times
equipment with all chapters benefiting from our
total group expertise. 

In our next issue:
Our summer issue will have information on chapter
summer BBQs with maps to their locations.  Day-
ton Hamvention 2019 ATV activities. Repeater and
ATN chapter news.  If you have received this
newsletter and not yet a member of an ATN chap-
ter, please contact Roland Hoffman KC6JPG at
kc6jpg@charter.net to sign up to continue receiv-
ing the our ATN newsletter.
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ATV Friday Night Dinner

The ATV Friday Night Dinner will be at China Gar-
den Buffet restaurant starting at 6:30PM on 112
Woodman Drive in Dayton, Ohio 45431 (Airway
Shopping Center). Buffet Dinner $11.99 (937-781-
9999). We have dinner then presentations about
various ATV topics and door prizes concluding
about 9:30PM. All are invited.   China Garden

ATV Forum

Saturday May 18th   Forum Room 4  10:40-11:50
Schedule:

10:45 - 10:50      Art Towslee     WA8RMC    Wel-
come statement and general comments.

10:50 - 11:00      Gordon West   WB6NOA    Warm
up. ATV Forum with fun audio sounds, couple of
one liners and preview of all the excitement to fol-
low.

11:00 -11:25        Mel Whitten     K0PFX     Exploring
the world of High Definition Digital Television. Like
to get started or re-started in Amateur
TV?  Mel will explore the current digital ATV gear
available and how it can be used to assemble a
high performance station.  Sharing his operating
experience and years of building gear, Mel will
show how to get the most capability out of this fun
and exciting mode.

11:25 - 11:40      Mike Collis  WA6SVT    Mike will
describe the new features of the Amateur TV Net-
work including DATV features.

11:40 - 11:45     Art Towslee    WA8RMC       Wrap
up and summary of the available DATV Mini-
Tiouner DVB-S/S2 receiver module.

ATN Booth

We will be in booth spaces 6101 and 6102. Dave
Pelaez AH2AR will have an DVB-T ATV setup
showing the W8BI ATV repeater. ATV handouts
and displays too.             ATN Booth

Hamvention 2019 - May 17-19

Green County Fairgrounds

& Expo Center

120 Fairground Rd, Xenia Ohio

Come and meet ATN members from several chap-
ters across the county and ATVers from across the
USA, Canada and the world!
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Our ATN mobile unit now has ham radio plates.
Mike Collis WA6SVT trustee for the Southern
California chapter’s W6ATN club license applied to
the California DMV for W6ATN plates. It took over
two months to received the plates and new
registration. Thanks to Frank Kostelac N7ZEV for
arraigning donation of the truck by Red Rock S&R.

Above are the equipment bays with most of the
equipment donated by Roland Hoffman KC6JPG,
Gary Heston W6KVC and Mike Collis WA6SVT.
Mike Gary and Roland also extensive service to
bring the truck back to good working order. Next is
adding a mast mounted 2441.5 mHz amplifier and
a new custom paint job.
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WA6SVT VIDEO PROC AMP V2

Background

Back in 1982 I designed the original video proc
amp.  The amp was a two stage video amplifier fol-
lowed by an emitter follower with high frequency
equalization and a white clipper. To boost the sync
level, the amplifier utilized a sync separator - am-
plifier and added it to the existing video and sync
in the video amp's 2nd video amplifier stage. When
the sync was added back there was a very slight
phase shift sync due to the delay in the sync sep-
arator.  I was never happy with this phase shift and
when NTSC video was digitized for streaming or
digital video monitors, some of them had jitter is-
sues.  This was never an issue with analog sync
circuits used in TV sets and video monitors in the
1980s and 1990s.

Now nearly four decades later I decided to re-visit
my old design to find a way to eliminate the phase
shift on the added sync.  Back in the 1980s I had
played with a diode switch to boost the second
stage sync during sync time but changes in aver-
age picture level (APL) caused the sync level to
change.  

A new design

I have learned a lot over the last few decades and
have been in broadcast television for more than 25
years. 

I checked my old junk box and found two blank
boards of the old design.  I built up the video am-
plifier part of the circuit and left off the sync sepa-
rator circuit and it's three transistors.  I then
modified the bias circuit of the first stage to include
DC restoration, this was the key to a stable sync
level in the second stage when using a diode to
switch the gain during sync time. The second stage
is DC coupled to the first stage  any bias shift
would affect the second stage.  

I added a diode in series between the bias resistor
divider and the base of the first stage.  The anode
side of the diode connected to the bias divider re-
sistors was bypassed with a 0.15 uf capacitor to
hold the bias steady during the video between the
horizontal sync time.  Too large a value would
cause shading to the picture.

This new stiff bias was observed using a scope set
to DC coupling and noticing the sync stayed within
1 IRE of -40 IRE no matter the APL.  The next thing
I noticed that the gain was a bit high so  I reduced
the gain by increasing the emitter resistor from 270
to 390 ohms, this kept the video well within the
power supply rails (no clipping). 

I also reduced the resistor value from the first stage
collector to the second stage base to both drive the
second stage a bit harder to have enough gain and
slightly increase the bias set point of the second
stage.  I left the emitter follower, high frequency
equalizer and white clipper circuits as is because
they were spot on.  

I cut the trace on the second stage emitter circuit's
500 ohm pot and put in a fixed 680 ohm resistor to
ground.  I then added a diode to the emitter and
connected it to the wiper of the old 500 ohm sync
level pot.  One end of the pot is connected to
ground via a 470 ohm resistor and the high end to
VCC via a 1.4k resistor to set the minimum and
maximum sync gain. 
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This now allowed me to just amplify the video dur-
ing sync time and no sync phase shift issues.  An-
other added bonus is the sync level control is dual
purpose, in addition to sync gain, the threshold
point is changed at the same time.  So why is this
important? When using this proc amp for compen-
sating for RF amplifier compression, the RF ampli-
fier compression is maximum during the sync tip
and less up to the blanking level of the video un-
less you are seriously over driving the RF amplifier
then the video is compressed too and this should
never be allowed. 

When the sync level pot is advanced you get more
gain at the sync tip and less gain as you get to-
wards the blanking level. The color burst that
hangs down 20 IRE below blanking and is com-
pressed slightly in RF amplifiers.  The combination
sync level and threshold pot allows a slight gain to
the color burst that hangs down 20 IRE below the
blanking.  In another words, the pot is used to re-
verse the full compression of the RF amplifier not
just the sync.

Installation

Installation of the board in the CATV modulator is
the preferred method, most modulators have a 12,
15 or 16 volt line.  The proc amp has a built it 8 volt
regulator so exact input voltage is not that impor-
tant. Any voltage between 10 volts and 18 volts
should be fine.  Up to 28 volts can be allowed by
adding a series resistor to reduce the voltage
under load to the 10 to 18 volt level. Next step is to
cut or remove the existing video line off the modu-
lator PCB that came from the video input connector
on the modulator chassis and connect it to the proc
amp input and add another coax to the modulator's
video input.  That completes installation.  The proc
amps come set at 1 volt P-P in for 1 v p-p out, high
frequency equalization for flat, white clip at 120 IRE
and sync boost to no boost.  If unsure of your lev-
els, set up on the bench prior to installation and set
levels as listed above.  

This will be best to keep your modulator happy in
a 1 volt p-p system standard.  Next step is with
your modulator/exciter connected to an RF driver
and PA or up converter, driver and PA for the higher
bands, set your RF drive for 10% of the saturated
power output of the RF amplifier. 

Set your modulation for 87.5% modulation (indus-
try standard) and aural carrier level or A/V ratio so
the aural carrier is in the -10 to -13 dB below video
carrier (video unplugged is the easy way to set the
ratio by observing via a spectrum analyzer.  

If you have a video waveform generator, set it to
staircase. Using a tap or directional coupler and at-
tenuator pads to get an RF sample at about -60 to
-30 dBM level, connect into a quality demodulator
and observing the demodulated video on a wave-
form monitor or scope terminated into 75 ohms you
should have 1 volt p-p video or in the case of a
waveform monitor 100 IRE white bar and -40 units
sync. 

Now advance the RF drive level on your modulator
to the point the sync starts to compress.  At this
point you are running in RF back off mode, nice
video but low RF efficiency.  Advance RF drive a
bit more to about -30 IRE sync on the demodulator.
This is about the point that the video is still clean
(lntermodulation distortion still low) if the lower
aural carrier regenerates too much then back off a
bit on the RF drive.  At this point the video should
look clean with no beat note between the aural car-
rier and a saturated color (in color bar mode on the
video generator).  The staircase should look linear
with the sync compressed about 5 to 10 IRE.

Now for the magic, turn up the sync pot on the proc
amp until the sync is back to -40 IRE.  To set the
white clipper, use a source that has peak white at
120 or more IRE but normal sync level.  Set the
white clipper to 110 to 115 IRE level then turn the
video source to a normal level. 
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This should now keep excessive white level from
cutting off your video carrier during peak whites
and why we do not set 100 IRE at 100 percent
modulation (RF cutoff in a TV modulator) but set it
to 87.5% modulation level. If your demodulator is
a professional type like a Tektronix DS-1000 or
equivalent, you can trim the high frequency equal-
ization for a flat response to your video generator's
multiburst setting. 

Above is top of PCB, Below is bottom of PCB

Note that the last multiburst bar is 4.2 MHz and will
not be flat, look at the 0.5 MHz through 3.5 MHz
bars when adjusting for a flat response (this is for
NTSC AM systems only).  it should be noted that if
you change the RF drive  on your CATV or ATV ex-
citer, the amount of  the amount of compression
will change.  You will need to adjust the proc amp
to compensate for the amount of compression you
now have.

The proc amplifier can be used in other NTSC or
PAL video systems if you need to adjust the video
and sync levels.  

I would like to thank Bob Miller W6KGE who has
laid out a reduced size version of my Proc Amp
version two.  If you are interested in a proc amp
board, please contact Bob at w6kge@yahoo.com

73,

Mike WA6SVT
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News from ATN-DARA

DARA ATV NET that is scheduled for Wednesday
@ 8:00 PM Dayton Time.  Check-ins on Wednes-
day at 8 pm will be taken on  W8BI 2 meters,
W8BI's 34-94 repeater (146.940 MHz)  by Net
Control Reuben W8GUC.

Tune in to see our ATN-DARA net live via
Youtube:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ptrJolkgLO8
Once at that link, you may have to find and click on
the active live Stream link on the webpage

NEWS ITEMS:

DVB-T 70cm FILTER IS BEING REPLACED

We removed the filter and turned it over to Tom
N8ZM with the network analyzer and a sweep of
the filter indicated that it had drifted 400 kHz off fre-
quency.  Examination showed unacceptable/major
corrosion occurring on essentially all of the assem-
bly  screws.  Several assembly screws’ heads had
even popped off without any intervention!  Due to
its poor physical condition, we made the determi-
nation to go no further with the re-tuning process
and a new one has been ordered.  

We will wait to disassemble this "corrosion magnet"
upon arrival of the new filter. The corrosion is due
in part  to totally unacceptable chrome plated steel
screws that were used in the assembly process,
It appeared that electrolysis  was occurring be-
tween the chrome plated steel screws and the
brass assembly plate of the filter.  The filter's con-
dition was exacerbated by several high humidity
conditions that occurred.  Even though the filter sits
on top of the cabinet, there had been water en-
croachment on the concrete floor during several
major rain events that occurred in the last two
years  We let DCI know of the issues and a new
filter has been ordered. 

As we wait for the new filter, we went ahead and
installed an additional driver at the site (a Comark
driver) on the DVB-T transmitter chain at the ATV
repeater site. Our transmit chain for DVB-T is now
this:   HV310 transmitter---DARKO driver---Comark
driver--Comark primary amplifier, our old chain was
the HV310 transmitter---DARKO driver--Comark
primary amplifier 

To recap what I did when I initially set up the new
Comark amplifier on DVB-T last year, I could not
get the drive level we needed out of the Comark
driver with 10 milliwatts from the HV310, so I opted
to replace the 18 dB gain Comark driver with the
55 dB gain DARKO driver. 

This required us to increase  the drive level of the
DARKO amplifier to obtain a higher output level to
drive the primary amplifier.  This factor resulted in
additional spectral spreading and consequently a
lower shoulder on the "haystack" of the DVB-T
waveform. 

With the additional Comark driver in line now, (and
with the correct attenuation level from the output of
the HV310 ), we brought the drive level down on
the DARKO from 6 watts to about  two tenths of a
watt output.  We now have much more finite control
of power level by using a step attenuator between
the HV310 and DARKO driver.  This now gives us
the adjustment headroom that we need,  and also
provide the optimum power between signal
strength and Modulation Error Ratio (MER). 

Note that in my experience with the HiDes receiver
lineup, I have noticed that signal to noise ratio
(SNR) and MER values follow relatively closely in
dB level (not precisely, but "close").  The HV122
receiver measures MER directly, and when com-
paring the HV122 Receiver MER values and the
HV110 Receiver SNR values, they are pretty much
in lock-step.   Also, I have noticed a remarkable
consistency in the signal strength and  SNR read-
ings of different HV110s, which is a good thing!
The higher the MER/SNR, the better. 
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At the reduced 30 watt RF power level as we wait
for arrival of the new filter, I am receiving the re-
peater at 23dB SNR (the "lower right" on-screen-
display text block of the HV110).  As spectral
regrowth gets wider due to driving an amplifier
closer to its non-linear region, the SNR and MER
figure will get lower.   Note that this figure is some-
what relative, depending upon your signal strength
dictated by your receive antenna and signal path.
Here is a photo taken 14 April showing the On
Screen Display (OSD) parameters of the W8BI
ATV repeater in Vandalia:

Currently, there is about 30 dB shoulders on the
haystack.  Below is a apectrum analyzer screen
capture from the Comark primary amplifier output
taken on Sunday 14 April.

ATN-DARA Winter Meeting

The turnout for the ATN-DARA meeting showcas-
ing ATV on 1 Feb 2019 was excellent, in spite of
inclement weather.... well over a hundred people
in attendance.

Photos were taken as we were getting ready to
pack up after the meeting.  We had two DVB-T
transmitters on the air (HV320 and DC-101).

Three active receiver displays (2 HV110's and 1
UT100) along with an ATV information presentation
and a several show-and-tell items. All went very
well, with nine more people signing up to become
ATV active... We shall see. There may be more
photos available with people actually in them, HI
HI

DC-101 TX Display above

RX displays above and below

Cheers,

Dave P.  AH2AR
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Our Arizona chapter held our winter meeting Jan-
uary 12, 2019 at ICS in Phoenix. Kevin AD7OI and
Tammy  KI7GVT were our hosts. All the local
ATVers attended and Mike Collis WA6SVT, Gary
Heston W6KVC and Roland Hoffman KC6JPG car-
pooled out from California together to attend the
meeting. 

Kevin and Tammy had prepared a lunch for all that
was worth the drive out from California!  Kevin
opened the meeting and welcomed all who at-
tended including a few prospective ATVers.  The
weak signal community was invited and several at-
tended. ATV and 10 GHz microwave systems were
on display.

After the business part of the meeting, nominations
and elections followed with Ed Olague K5OLA be-
coming our new ATN-AZ president.  Ed thanked
Kevin for his two years service as President, Kevin
will remain the trustee of W7ATN and the other of-
ficers were re-elected to another year of service.

Photo below of Ed K5OLA’s shack with Ed in the
viewfinder.

Our ATN-CA & NV combined this year for our Win-
ter Meeting. 

We met again this year at Coco’s in Upland, CA in
their private dining / meeting room.  We set up a
live video feed so those who could not attend could
see the meeting. Roland Hoffman KC6JPG even
brought in a large flat screen TV to use of showing
photos and for the group to see members who
were not able to make the meeting.  Our ATV mo-
bile unit was also on display and used for some of
the video. Rod WB9KMO, Ed K5OLA and  Bob
W8ARZ car pooled in from Arizona.  Frank N2DKI
and Rick K0RAH carpooled in from Nevada to at-
tend the meeting. 

After the repeater reports and business part of the
meeting we held nominations and elections.
Nathan Haltman AG6AV was re-elected President
and Tom Board WB6HYH as VP.  Mike remains as
Secretary-Treasurer and as trustee of W6ATN.
To the right are
two of the Hill
brothers Norm
KD6OMV and
Ron KD6NIZ. Not
shown is Don
KE6BXT, all three
are not only hams
but ATVers.
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